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TOP TEN THINGS TO LOOK FOR WHEN 
BUYING STRENGTH EQUIPMENT

Whether it's selectorized weight stack machines, free weights, plate loaded equipment or body weight, 
strength equipment is an integral part of any complete gym. Whatever type of equipment you decide 
upon for your new or existing gym, it's important that you know what to look for in your strength 
equipment so that you don't get fooled by false promises or end up buying cheaply made equipment. 
With the right information, you can offer your members the best equipment without breaking the bank. 
Here are the Top 10 things that every gym owner should know before purchasing his strength 
equipment



MAKE SURE YOU’RE GETTING 
THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT

1. Only Get Full Commercial Gym Quality Equipment 
Gym equipment takes a pounding, your new equipment should be able to 
withstand the rigors of regular use by all kinds of people. Don’t settle for light 
industrial or residential strength equipment for your full commercial gym. You’re 
only asking for problems down the road, (and not all that far down the road), if 
your equipment isn’t made for your setting and type of usage. 

2. Check For High End Components 
A strength equipment line may look great at first glance, but it’s the 
components that make up the machine that will make or break the piece. 
Look for high end quality components like nickel plated bolts and locking 
washers, a full metal support under the entire pad, rubber encased sealed 
linear bearings, extra dense padding and other superior features. 

3. Get Equipment That's Built To Accommodate 
Heavier Set Users 
The average gym member is looking to lose extra pounds, with some members 
looking to lose a significant amount of weight. If your equipment isn’t 
specifically designed to meet the overall size of larger members as well as 
others, you are losing the ability to capture a large demographic and increasing 
your membership. Properly designed equipment will be able to be used by 
larger people without becoming wobbly. 

Look for equipment that is designed to be easily and effectively be used by the 
most members possible.



4. Go For Modern Aesthetics 
As the saying goes, “you only have one chance to make a first impression.” The first time prospective members enter your gym is the chance to wow them. 
This will set the tone for how they feel about what you offer – and will decide whether or not they want to become a member.  

As a gym owner, you should look at what strength equipment you are offering to your members through their eyes. Ask yourself, “what is the first 
impression that I would get if I just entered this gym?” If your equipment is old, outdated, looks to be used or otherwise unappealing, it may cost you 
valuable memberships, and (valuable profit). 

Look for equipment with a modern, attractive and strong appearance. Most new members don’t want to spend their membership dollars to work out on old 
equipment. Modern, great looking equipment tells your prospective members that they have entered a modern facility. 

5. Insist On Modern Function 
Just as important as modern looks is the function of your new strength equipment. Members want to train efficiently, (and usually quickly), and having 
equipment that employs modern technology goes a long way to give them what they need. 

Look for modern, high end features like swiveling handles on selectorized machines to relieve wrist stress, assist handles to help the user get out of the 
machine, correctly angled seats and back pads to provide the best in ergonomics and unilateral converging and diverging axis planes on plate loaded 
equipment to provide the best lifting experience for your members. 

6. Don't Buy Used Equipment 
Your new gym has been a dream of yours and you’ve worked very hard to get to the point of purchasing your strength equipment. Don’t fall into the trap of 
opening your new gym with someone else’s discarded equipment. The price may seem attractive to you at first, but the effect that it can have on your 
membership and the problems that used or remanufactured equipment can quickly present to you can be devastating to your business. 

Look for the best deal on a complete package of new equipment. With the right company, you’ll get a great discounted price and keep the full 
manufacturer’s warranties. 

7. Create A Relationship With The Company From Whom You Purchase 
The company that you purchase from is as important as the equipment itself. Having an unreliable company, or one that’s difficult to contact, can become a 
significant burden on you should you need anything in the future. By developing a strong relationship, you will have someone whom you can count on down 
the road. Ask questions not related to your immediate equipment purchase and see if they are willing to help you with them. 

Look for a company that is interested in helping you beyond the immediate sale and only purchase from someone after you’ve developed a sense of trust in 
them. 

8. Get A Solid Warranty 
If the equipment is well made, the manufacturer will stand behind it. The warranty on parts and labor may differ from manufacturer to manufacturer, but all 
strength equipment structural frames should always carry a lifetime warranty. Make sure that your equipment is covered by a Full Commercial warranty, and 
not a light commercial or residential warranty. 



9. Buy from a New Gym Specialist you Trust 
With all of the options available today, the savvy consumer knows that their best deal is found by dealing not with a “salesman” but by finding a New Gym 
Specialist that they trust for their strength equipment purchases. A good New Gym Specialist will direct you to the right equipment, provide you with 
invaluable advice, and help you to save thousands of dollars on the right equipment for you. 

10. Get A Reasonable Discounted Package Price 
Don’t get sold into believing that you have to pay top dollar for every single piece of your strength equipment. The right company will be willing to work 
closely with you to create a complete package of equipment at a great price. 

There are great deals to be found, but you need to deal with the right company in order to get your best deal.



“HEALTH IS THE VITAL PRINCIPAL OF 
BLISS, AND EXERCISE OF HEALTH.”

- JAMES THOMSON





WITH THOSE IDEAS IN MIND, LET’S 
LOOK AT 4 COMMON MYTHS ABOUT 

PURCHASING GYM EQUIPMENT.



MYTH 1:
IT IS ALWAYS BEST TO BUY “BRAND 

NAME” FITNESS EQUIPMENT
Purchasing brand name fitness equipment does not greatly impact the amount of people that will join (and pay dues to) a gym. There are many factors that 
are much more important in converting potential members to paying members. As in retail businesses the three most important factors in gaining members 
for a new gym are Location, Location, Location!  

Once people are inside, a gym you only have one chance to make a first impression and few people will be checking the name on the side of the exercise 
machines when making that first impression. What helps make a great first impression? A friendly and knowledgeable staff and a clean and appealing 
exercise environment. Once they are intrigued by a great first impression the quality (not the brand) of the fitness equipment will become a determining 
factor in signing up members. 
 
This leads to the question, is buying brand name exercise equipment the best way to ensure quality. The short answer here is no. The only certain way to 
determine the quality of the exercise equipment is to look at the specifications of the equipment. Reputable companies will make the specifications of their 
fitness equipment easily available. After checking the specifications of the equipment, look into the quality of the component parts the machines are made 
of. The simple rule here is high quality parts equals high quality machines, while low quality parts equals low quality machines. 

Another consideration for the new gym owner is the importance of differentiating his gym from the other pre-existing gyms in the area. One way to do this is 
to purchase a brand of fitness equipment that gives the new gym a different look from the other clubs. This is hard to do with "big name" fitness equipment 
manufacturers for these are the lines that potential members will have seen over and over again in other local gyms. These common lines will rob a new 
gym of the "wow factor" which leads to early membership sign ups. Of course, when going with a slightly less know manufacturer, it is very important to 
purchase high-quality fitness equipment, so checking the specifications is a must. As long as the quality is there, going "off-brand" is a great way to set a 
new gym apart! 
 
A good thing to keep in mind when confronted with the decision of whether to purchase a big brand is that companies "build a brand name" NOT by making 
the best quality equipment possible but by investing a ton of money into marketing campaigns. And we all know how who pays for that advertising - YOU. 

The smartest way to shop for fitness equipment when opening a new gym is to do your research and get the best deal possible on high-quality exercise 
machines!



MYTH II:
IT IS BEST TO PURCHASE YOUR 

EQUIPMENT LOCALLY

Let’s now turn to another very prevalent myth, the idea that purchasing fitness equipment from a local sales rep or vendor is always best. This myth is 
used, with varying degrees of success, by retail fitness equipment stores to justify their higher prices. The simple fact of the matter is the quality of the 
equipment you are purchasing in no way correlates to the proximity of the sales rep to your gym. So instead of finding that local guy: 

Find yourself a New Gym Specialist!  

When doing so ask yourself these questions: 

• How quickly does the company respond to my calls / emails? 
• If it is hard to reach them, WATCH OUT. If they aren’t here for you now, they won’t be when you need them later. 

• Is this company available even off hours? 
• If so, you’ve found a new gym specialist. If not? Well, that probably is a salesman. 

• Is information available to me about starting a gym? Is it free? 
• If so, you’ve found the right guy. If not? Watch out you’ve got a salesman. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/retail


MYTH III:
IT IS BEST TO PURCHASE THE CHEAPEST EQUIPMENT 

POSSIBLE TO SAVE ON START-UP COSTS

Another myth that needs busted is the idea that purchasing fitness equipment at the cheapest possible price is always best. This is an idea promoted by short-term 
thinking, thinking that club owners later regret. Let's take a closer look at why it is better to shop for a good value versus shopping for cheap exercise equipment. 
Good Quality Fitness Equipment is Essential for a Gym to Thrive. 
Fitness equipment is the life-blood of your new gym business. Most of the dues paying members are paying to workout on the fitness equipment a gym is 
providing. They simply can't purchase high-quality equipment for their home gym due to the expense and they can't purchase the variety of machines a gym offers due 
to lack of space. Many other things may attract a potential member, may get him to walk in the door - but he will pay (and keep paying) if, and only if, a club can 
provide quality exercise equipment. Cheap, used, beat up, out of date exercise equipment just isn't going to cut it. 

Cheap Fitness Equipment Can be (and frequently is) a Bad Value. 
Opening a gym with the cheapest equipment on the market might, at first, seem like getting "great deal," but frequently it is not. Cheap exercise equipment can have 
loads of problems including: 
• High Chance of Breaking Down and Possibly Causing an Injury  
• Bad Aesthetics making for an Unattractive Club 
• Cardio and Weight Machines Being Out of Order and Frustrating Members  
• Loss of Members / Failure to Convert Possible Members into Paying Members 
• Going Out of Business 

To Get a "Good Deal" Look for a Great Price on High Quality Gym Equipment 

Instead of searching for the cheapest possible fitness equipment, search for a high quality line selling at a great discounted price. High quality fitness equipment, 
when sold at a great price, provides an unbeatable deal for a new gym owner. This means avoiding "bottom basement" resellers, sellers that offer inferior equipment at 
rock bottom prices, as well as avoiding "big name" companies that overcharge for their equipment to pay for inflated marketing campaigns. 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/aesthetics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/resellers


MYTH IV:
IT IS BEST TO PURCHASE USED FITNESS 

EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR NEW GYM
There is a lot involved in opening a new gym and your costs can start adding up pretty quickly.  You may be thinking about saving money by purchasing used gym 
equipment.   While there are several ways to cut down on your initial cash output, purchasing used gym equipment can be one of the biggest mistakes that you can 
make and can be the downfall of your new gym.  Here are the Top 5 Best Reasons why you should NOT buy used gym equipment. 

1.  You Need To Increase Your Membership – I’ve said this beofe, but it bears repeating, you only get one chance to make a first impression and, in the gym 
business, the first impression that a prospective member gets when they enter your gym for the first time speaks volumes to them about your entire business.  Seeing 
used gym equipment gives someone the impression that they have entered a gym that was put together on the cheap.  With so many places that a person can work 
out at, gym members are savvy enough to quickly see if the equipment is brand new or just someone else’s discarded equipment with a new paint job.  

To increase your membership, make the best first impression on a prospective member with modern, new cardio and strength equipment.  Don’t make your job harder 
by displaying used equipment to prospective members. 

2. You Need to Display Financial Stability – Whether or not it’s true, used gym equipment can quickly give a warning signal that you already were cutting corners 
when you opened your gym and may not have the financial resources to be in business for a long time.  Members want to feel that the place where they are spending 
their monthly membership dollars is financially stable and will be there for them when they want to work out.  A lot of gyms have come and gone over the years and you 
want to show that you are going to be around for the long haul.   

Give your prospective and existing members the security that they desire by showing them new, first  rate cardio and strength equipment.  You’ll look like a financially 
solid operation that they will be comfortable in being a member of.  

3. You Need Your Gym Equipment to be Modern – The fitness industry is constantly changing and you want your gym equipment to feature the latest advances in 
aesthetics and function.  Equipment that is even just a few years old can already be outdated both in design and function in this fast paced industry.  Even slightly used 
or outdated equipment can give the feel that your gym is not up to date and therefore not offering the latest trends and advances in equipment for your members. 

Show that your gym is on the cutting edge of the fitness industry with modern, new cardio and strength equipment. 



4. You Need Your Gym Equipment to be Safe – As a new gym owner, you want to make sure that your equipment provides a safe workout 
experience.  Used, refurbished or remanufactured gym equipment can look nice, but can be lacking in detail when it comes to new safety 
features.  By making sure that you have new equipment with the latest safety features, you not only are protecting your members but also 
protecting yourself from possible accidents (and law suits). 

Only purchase new cardio and strength equipment with ISO9000 Certification so that you know that it meets with International Quality Control 
Standards.  Look for strength equipment features such as front and rear weight stack enclosures, magnetic weight stack pins, instructional 
placards and adjustment popper pins that can be hand tightened for additional safety and peace of mind.      

5.  You Need Your Gym Equipment to Be Fully Under Warranty– Gym equipment takes a regular pounding, and you want to make sure that 
you are covered by a manufacturer’s warranty on your cardio and strength equipment in the event of something breaking.  Used gym equipment 
is often sold “as is” and carries no warranty protection.  Even if used equipment has a warranty, it may be from the reseller of the equipment and 
not directly from the manufacturer.  In this case, you will probably not get the same attention to detail in your warranty that a manufacturer’s 
warranty would provide.  Any equipment that does not carry a solid warranty should be a red flag to the gym owner.  If the company selling the 
equipment is only offering a 30 day warranty or no warranty at all, find another company that will provide you with the right new equipment and 
manufacturer’s warranty. 

Of course, you want to save money, but not at the risk of failure.   

Don’t court disaster with used gym equipment.  No matter how good the used equipment may appear, (or how good the deal seems to be), used 
equipment is still used equipment.  

Work with a company who is willing to work closely with you, has a full compliment of new, modern cardio and strength equipment, is ISO9000 
certified and offers a full manufacturer’s warranty.   

By working with the right source, you can be assured that you are offering the very best gym equipment that you can for your existing and 
prospective members and that your new gym will be something special.



“AND I BELIEVE THAT THE BEST BUY IN PUBLIC 
HEALTH TODAY MUST BE A COMBINATION OF 

REGULAR PHYSICAL EXERCISE AND A HEALTHY 
DIET.”

- JULIE BISHOP



CARDIO EQUIPMENT
IS ANOTHER IMPORTANT PART OF YOUR CLUB



WHAT KIND 
OF CARDIO

SHOULD YOU
PURCHASE?



TREADMILLS  
Treadmills are easy to use and provide very effective cardiovascular workouts, making this the most popular piece of equipment in any 
club.. Don't be fooled into purchasing a light commercial treadmill, these are significantly cheaper, but will not carry a warranty for 
institutional use. Treadmills are made of many complex moving parts and you will want to make sure you have a warranty. Light 
commercial models also do not hold up when run over a few hours a day for a few days a week. Full Commercial Treadmills, on the 
other hand, are designed to run 24 hours a day/ 7 days a week. Also, for those members that want a superior cardio workout, consider 
adding some high-performance treadmills.  You will want to have plenty of treadmills - club members hate waiting around to use one. 
 
ELLIPTICAL CROSSTRAINERS 
The second most popular cardio piece in a 24/7 club or co-ed gym is the Elliptical. Ellipticals have increased in popularity in recent 
years. They provide a great, full body workout and are much easier on the joints than treadmills. You will want to pick up a handful of 
Ellipticals, although not as many as treadmills. A ratio of 3 treadmills to 1 elliptical is a good way to plan your cardio area. 
 
EXERCISE BIKES 
Adding exercise bikes is a great way to diversify your cardio area with less expensive machines. Upright Exercise Bikes are the most 
common type of exercise bikes and are very popular with club owners and members. An Upright Exercise Bike is easily used and 
allows a member the opportunity to sit while getting a great cardiovascular workout! For those members that have knee problems, 
another choice are Recumbent Exercise Bikes. This bike works just like an Upright Exercise Bike, but (by repositioning the user) the 
stress that is placed on the knees is alleviated. Another type of Exercise Bike that is very popular with Co-Ed gym members are Spin 
Bikes also known simply as Spinners. Spinners are frequently purchased in groups to accommodate a fitness class known as a Spin 
Class. Spin classes are increasingly popular, especially for women, and can be a great way to get new members to join your new gym. 

STEPPERS AND STAIR CLIMBERS 
Finally, you will want to round out your club with steppers and stair climbers. These pieces are not as popular as some of the others, 
but they will attract members and provide for a diversity in your gym that members will love. Providing different options for your 
members will keep them coming back and paying dues! 
 





WONDERING IF YOU SHOULD GET A 
MAINTENANCE PLAN FOR NEW EQUIPMENT?

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL HEAR.

Common wear items on a treadmill: 
 
- walking belt 
 
- roller wheels 
 
- lower control board 
 
- upper control board 

Common wear items on strength equipment: 
 
- weight stack transport material 
 
- upholstery 
 
- pulleys and pins 

SOUNDS LIKE A GOOD IDEA DOESN’T IT? 

Let’s just say: 

THE MAINTENANCE GUY WANTS YOU TO THINK SO!!



COST:

Let’s face it, in the end, maintenance plans cost money. Money that you can spend on other 
needs, even on more equipment.

Is the money from a maintenance plan worth it? Not really. Any and all maintenance that 
needs to be done on quality equipment can be done very easily by anyone.

Some companies will try to sell you on maintenance plans. 
Some car dealers will also try to sell you on such things. 

Do I recommend it? 
Not in the vast majority of cases.

THE DOWNSIDE TO
MAINTENANCE PLANS 



“MUSCLES COME AND GO; 
FLAB LASTS.”

- BILL VAUGHAN



WANT MORE INFORMATION?



CONTACT THE EXPERTS AT
BAMPSCO INTERNATION INC

GYMSTARTERS.COM


